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While most public policies are oriented towards the cities and areas of major economic intensification and
interaction, most territories remain with low demographic densities. These experience unequal access to
acceptable standards of quality and growing economic, social and environmental stress, in terms of employment,
entrepreneurial opportunities, logistics or cultural experiments. Countries also experience global consequences
of this lack of attention: extensive fires in the summer with severe socioeconomic and environmental
consequences; terrorist, smuggling and even slave routes hiding in such areas; growing xenophobia and
segregationist movements.
While infrastructures may exist, they proved to be necessary but insufficient to address this problem. Investing in
alternative approaches should be the obvious choice to make, but despite several local experiences, no global
reasoning exists. Cultural traditions and heritage are often mentioned as a possible alternative, but are too often
restricted to tourism and no systematic and comparative testing of possible alternatives has deserved sufficient
attention. Yet, there are successful experiences and innovative projects in different parts of Europe.
This seminar brings together academic experts and policy makers, dealing with sets three main topics: territorybased case studies, enhancing positive tendencies and comparing processes and results; records based narratives
of performance of those territories; examples of training experiments engaging simultaneously schools,
universities and the private sector.
Topics include (not exclusively): history of humans in low density areas; narratives of wilderness and the end of
the “rural world”; climate change, risks, hazards and integrated sustainable development; identity and global
social care; cultural and social implications of demographic decay and ageing in past and contemporary societies;
the media and the public awareness of low density areas; variable articulation of monetary and non-monetary
economic systems; global security and local isolation; international supporting mechanisms; local and regional
opportunities across borders; integrated landscape management methodologies.
These will be embedded in theoretical considerations, aiming at preparing a major global R&D programme on the
contribution of Humanities for the management of these territories, following the final recommendations of the
World Humanities Conference (UNESCO-CIPSH, 2017).
Although focused on the specific contribution of the Human Sciences, the seminar understands these also in their
inter and transdisciplinary scope, and will have contributions of experts in agronomics, anthropology, archaeology,
architecture, arts, biology, communication, computer science, landscape management, law, ecology, economy,
geographic engineering, geology, heritage, history, literature, philosophy, tourism and urbanism. Apart from
European partners from the Czech Republic, France, Italy, Lithuania, Portugal, Spain, Sweeden and Switzerland,
the seminar will also welcome participants from China, Cape Verde and Brazil. Several international organizations,
including the International Council for the Philosophy and Human Sciences, Humanities for the Environment and
the Latin American Council of Social Sciences will be present, in an initiative with the partnership of UNESCOMOST (Management of Social Transformations).
After the seminar, apart from the application of projects to be undertaken in the following years, selected refereed
papers will be published in a volume of the journal “Diogenes” and in a special volume of proceedings edited in
the series “Arkeos”.
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Programme
th

Wednesday 14 March
Morning:
9h00: Reception
9h30: Opening session. Welcome to participants. Introduction to the Seminar.
10h30: Coffee-break
11h00: Luiz Oosterbeek (IPT, ITM, CGEO, Portugal): Revisiting low density areas: from past opportunities to
contemporary disruptions.
Afternoon:
14h30: Augusto Mateus (President of the General Council of IPT, Portugal): Opening conference
15h15: Coffe-break
15h45: Pierluigi Rosina (IPT, ITM, CGEO), Cristiana Ferreira (IPT, ITM, CGEO), Sara Garcês (IPT, ITM, CGEO): Workshop
– Fires in Portugal: from natural events to human induced tragedies.
Thursday 15th March
Morning:
9h30: Steven Hartman (Mälardalen University, NIES and the HfE Circumpolar Observatory, Stefansson Arctic Institute,
Sweeden ): Bifrost: bridging the past and the present, connecting knowledge to action, and working to link diverse
actors and stakeholders to address future sustainability challenges
10h30: Coffee-break
11h00: Helena Freitas (Centre for Functional Ecology, Universidade de Coimbra, Portugal): Adapting public policies to
the particularities of the territory
Afternoon:
14h30: Luís Santos (IPT, ITM, CGEO), Cecília Baptista (IPT) & Luís Mota Figueira (IPT, ITM, CGEO): Protected areas
governance, why people matter: incorporating human and social dimensions into protected areas
15h00: Anabela Borralheiro Pereira, Margarida Morais (CMM, ITM, CGEO): The role of the Museum in Mação’s
community and Intangible heritage.
15h15: Vera Dias António (CMM): Our people. Our heritage
15h30: Coffe-break
16h00: António Louro (deputy-Mayor of Mação): David against Golias
Friday 16th March
Morning:
9h30: Patrick Degeorges (École Normale Supérieure de Lyon, France): Designing a transformative strategy with rural
territories
10h30: Coffee-break
11h00: Laurent Tissot (Université de Neuchâtel, Suisse): How can tourism be considered as a response to the rural
exodus in alpine regions characterized by a demographic decay (19th-21th century)?
12h00: Helena Henriques (Universidade de Coimbra, CGEO, Portugal): GEOPARKS
Afternoon:
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14h30: Thomas Reuter (University of Melbourne; International Union of Anthropology, International Social Science
Council, Future Earth - Asia): Food Systems for a Sustainable Future: State Interventions and Community-Based
Revitalisations in Rural Indonesia
15h15 : Damien Delorme (Université de Lyon Jean Moulin 3, Université de Genève, France-Suisse): Portrait du
« cyclonaute » en philosophe de terrain. A l’écoute des bas-côtés
15h45: Coffee-break
16h00: Silvério Figueiredo (IPT, CGEO, Centro Português de Geo-História e Pré-História, Portugal) & Cristina Costa
(Academia da Ciência, Arte e Património): Interdisciplinarity: the role of scientific dissemination in local communities
16h30: José António Almeida (Agrupamento de Escolas Verde Horizonte): Um projeto educativo de sucesso (A
successful educational project)
21h00: Banda Filarmónica de Mação: Musical performance

Saturday 17th March
Morning:
9h30: Luís Santos (IPT, ITM, CGEO), Rita Anastácio (IPT, ITM, CGEO) & Jean Francois Tourrand (Cirad-Green & MAAF,
France): Demographic and geographic expansion, exploring territories inside protected areas
10h15: Coffee-break
10h45: Renaldas Gudauskas (Vilnius National Library, Lithuania) & Saulė Jokūbauskienė (Vilnius University): Global
security and emerging technologies: governance dilemmas of the technology risks landscape
11h30: Nuno Madeira (IPT, Portugal), Luís Curvelo (COMPTA, Portugal), Sandra Vilas-Boas Jardim (IPT): Hi-tech
industries and low demographic density territories
Afternoon:
14h30: Ana Maria Dias (Cirad-Green, France): The rangeland dilemma: nature conservation or agribusiness
intensification. Case study in the pampa of north Uruguay and south Brazil
14h45: Cristina Iscar Gamero (Universidad de Extremadura, España): From Rome to Merida: New Technologies
application for the interpretation of the archaeological sites from the Capital of the Empire to the Lusitanian Colony
15h15: Coffe-break
15h45: Adrián Negro Cortés (Universidad de Extremadura, España): Power and Potestas in Catalonia during the XI
Century. How to rule a low-density territory in the Middle Ages
16h00: Francisco José Cambero (Universidad de Extremadura, España): Vicissitudes of history and environment:
management of underwater heritage such as generator of wealth in rural areas of Mexico
Sunday 18th March
Morning:
Study visit to Paul de Boquilobo.
Afternoon:
14h30: Restricted meeting of Apheleia (at the museum)
16h00: Concert by St. Julian's School
Churrasco
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Monday 19th March
Morning:
9h30: Hipólito Collado (ACINEP, ITM, CGEO, Consejería de Cultura e Igualdad. Dirección General de Bibliotecas, Museos
y Patrimonio Cultural. Junta de Extremadura), Elena Garrido Fernández (Centro de Estudios para el Medio Ambiente y
la Cultura, Fundación Extremeña de la Cultura, ACINEP, Espanha), José Manuel Torrado Cárdeno (CEMAC, ACINEP): The
cultural heritage as a dynamizing factor in the rural environment: the paradigmatic case of the "origins" project in
Fuentes de León
10h30: Coffee-break
11h00: Eduardo Vera Cruz (Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal): Digital inclusion and the fixation of people in urban low
density settlements
11h45: Hermínia Sol (IPT, Portugal) & Cláudia Carvalho (Centro de Estudos Sociais, Portugal): Cultural mapping as a
regeneration tool for sparsely-populated regions
Afternoon:
14h30: Debate with public authorities and the private sector: Vasco Estrela (Mayor Mação), Fernando Freire (Mayor
V.N. Barquinha), Paulo Fernandes (Mayor Fundão), Duarte Marques (MP), Hugo Costa (MP), Francisco Martínez
(Mayor of Fuentes de León, Spain), António Campos (CEO NERSANT), Luiz Oosterbeek (moderator).
15h45: Coffee-break
16h15: Performance by the Group of Urban Dancing of the Agrupamento de Escolas Verde Horizonte: Renascer das
Cinzas (Reborning from Ashes)
16h45: Margalit Berriet (Mémoire de l’Avenir, France): The power of the Arts
16h45: Presentation of the video: ART AND SOCIETY (a project of MdA, IYGU, CIPSH and UNESCO-MOST)
Tuesday 20th March
Morning:
9h30: Robert Belot (Université jean Monet, St. Etienne, France): Un non-lieu devenu utopie : Notre-Dame-Des-Landes
10h30: Coffee-break
11h00: Manuela Morais (Instituto de Ciências da Terra, Universidade de Évora, Portugal), Eduardo Morales (ICT, UEv)
& Carlos Saito (Centro de Desenvolvimento Sustentável, Universidade de Brasília, Brasil): The centrality of water/soil
quantity and quality issues in the development of the current portuguese society
11h45: Laurent Caron (IPT, CGEO): S. Miguel da Amêndoa. Past, Present and Future of an archaeological site in a low
demographic density territory
Afternoon:
14h30: Fernando Coimbra (ITM, CGEO): Sound as a factor of social cohesion among small human groups: some case
studies since prehistory till the present times
15h00: Deusdédit Carneiro Filho (Centro de Pesquisa de História Natural e Arqueologia do Maranhão, Brazil):
Lacustrine populations in the Eastern Amazon: palafitic settlements, landscapes and material culture in the prehistory
of the Baixada Maranhense-Brazil
15h30: Coffee-break
16h00: Cínthia Moreira Bispo (Universidade Federal do Oeste do Pará – UFOPA, ITM): Quilombola communities of the
lower amazon river, santarém, Pará – a perspective of historical archeology on them Brazilian Amazon
16h30: Carine Pachoud (Cirad-Green, France): Highlands Challenges
Wednesday 21st March
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Morning:
9h30: Erika Robrhán-González (Instituto DOCUMENTO, São Paulo, Brazil/ ITM, CGEO, Portugal): Contributions to a
sustainability science in a brazilian perspective
10h30: Coffee-break
11h00: André Soares (Federal University of Santa Maria, Brazil; ITM, CGEO, Portugal): Resilience and transformation in
indigenous and riverine societies in southern Brazil
11h45: Luiz Carlos Villalta (Federal University of Minas Gerais, Brazil): The Enlightenment and the fight against
despotism after the defeat of the Pernambuco revolution of 1817: the “laws” and a lawyer in the face of justice
Afternoon:
14h30: Pedro Cura: Workshop of experimentation: bringing tangibility into the low density territories
16h00: Coffee-break
17h00: Restricted meeting of Apheleia (at the museum)
Thursday 22nd March (World Water Day)
Morning:
9h30 : Nuno Marques: Uses of place in contemporary ecopoetry as examples of environmental humanities
9h45: Charlotte Martin (Université Jean Monet, France): L’influence du numérique dans les zones à faible densité
démographique : le cas du transmédia
10h00: Maeva Monteux (Université Jean Monet, France): Le jardin comme un outil de valorisation, des territoires a
faible densite demographique
10h15 : Sara Aoun (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Low-density areas and anthropized landscapes along
motorways: The case of the "Highway of the Sun" in the Rhône-Alpes region
10h30: Coffee-break
11h00: Görkem Cenk Yeşilova, Dario Orelli (University of Ferrara, Department of Prehistory and Quaternary, Italy):
Usage of flint: from past to modern times
11h15: Enrique Meléndez Galán (Universidad de Extremadura, España): Gamification as a way to discover our
environment: tourism, heritage and community
11h30: Amadou Ndiaye (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Ndem, territoires a basse densite demographique
et un model de developpement territorial
11h45: Indio Vignes (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): L’architecture vernaculaire : un outil pour une
occupation constante du territoire
12h00: Eduardo Andrade (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Digital Cities: Strategies for the development of
low-density cities in the Rio Grande do Sul interior: a technological approach
Afternoon:
14h30: Cassandra Fortin (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): The Ghost Town of Val-Jalbert (Canada)
14h45: Chiara Infantino (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Can refugees play a role in countering the risk of
depopulation of small villages? The case of Petruro Irpino in Italy
15h00: Jessica Delves (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Planning today for the growth of tomorrow.
Anticipating repopulation in Sostila and Val Fabiòlo
15h15: Chance Matthew Williams (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): The post-oil economy: geotourism as a
means of sustainable development in the Shetland Islands
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15h30: Andrea Sommavilla (Universitá degli Studi di Trento): Give a future to Val di Rabbi. Preserving Rabbiese identity
by encouraging youth activities and redeveloping tourist facilities and the territory of National Natural Park of Stelvio
15h45: Istiake Manik, Prapty Alam (Muséum National d’Histoire Natjurelle, IPT): Rethinking of Landscape Management
of Shibpur: Some observations and Proposal by using methodologies of Human and Social Science
16h00: Coffee-break
16h30: Helena Zemánková (Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic): Turning points of Czech lands´
urbanisation
Friday 23rd March
Morning:
9h30: Ana Maria Jiménez Guevara (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Cultural Heritage Education Programs
for Development Projects: The Social Responsibility of Preventive Archeology in a Context of Extractive Economies
9h45: Lorena Cisneros Armas (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): À propos de huaquería, copies et artisanat :
réflexions sur La Pila (Équateur)
10h00: Nikoleta Platia (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Crisis: an economic concept in its archaeological
context. The case of the Delphi, Greece.
10h15: Sandra Marcela Zapata Camargo (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Landscape management in lowdensity contexts. Case of study: Île d’Orléans
10h30: Coffee-break
11h00: Christian Bidir Mpeliang (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Impact of low population density territories
on environment
11h15: Qianyao Yang (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Le management territorial intégré et les nouvelles
dynamiques territoriales en Chine. Un cas d’étude : Mingyue Village, Sichuan
11h30: Romana Delaporte (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Causes and effects of counterurbanisation in the
Czech Republic: Case study of the town of Slavonice
11h45: Manuelle Paprocki (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Landscaping the night. The starry dark sky: a
collective tool of action for the low density territories?
12h00: João Lucas Domingos (Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM): Contributions to a contemporary debate on the
associations between city management, tourism and cultural heritage: the case of the city of Bananal, Brazil
Afternoon:
16h00: Final debate and delivery of certificates.
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Lectures
Anabela Borralheiro Pereira, Margarida Morais, CMM, ITM, CGEO
THE ROLE OF THE MUSEUM IN MAÇÃO’S COMMUNITY AND INTANGIBLE HERITAGE
During the last 15 years, the Museum has developed several efforts to create strategies aiming at the social and
cultural development of the municipality of Mação, focusing on four specific dimensions: Research; Preservation;
Communication and education, and Community. The memory, as an essential element of what we call identity, is
one of the pillars for the preservation of cultural cohesion, tradition and transformative capacity, in the municipality
of Mação. The Memory Spaces project is promoted by the Museum of Prehistoric Art of Mação, based on active
participation of the population through the preservation and use of material and immaterial culture.
André Soares, Federal University of Santa Maria, Brazil; ITM, CGEO, Portugal
RESILIENCE AND TRANSFORMATION IN INDIGENOUS AND COASTAL SOCIETIES IN SOUTHERN BRAZIL
Indigenous and riverine societies are characterized by low population density in the areas they occupy. We present
the concept developed by Lucinaldo da Silva Blandtt (2009) of Panarchy, as a way of interpreting the relation and
interdependence of society and the environment accross the different cycles at different scales, which provide the
integration of the dynamics of the transformations through space, from the local to the regional and global. We will
seek to understand the indigenous and riverine societies of Southern Brazil under three variables that shape the
adaptive cycles: potential (the available capacity of a system for change), connectivity (the degree of linkage
between the process variables controlling the system , related to the ability of the system to control its destiny allied
to sensitivity to disturbances) and resilience (a dynamic process that positively reflects adaptation despite
diversities).
Cristina Eugenia Íscar Gamero, Universidad de Extremadura, España
FROM ROME TO MERIDA: NEW TECHNOLOGIES APPLICATION FOR THE INTERPRETATION OF THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL
SITES FROM THE CAPITAL OF THE EMPIRE TO THE LUSITANIAN COLONY.
Rome, the Capital of the Roman Empire and the biggest and most visited archaeological roman site, with 3 million
inhabitants currently. Mérida, the capital of the Lusitanian Province in Hispania and the main roman archaeological
site in Spain, the location of the National Museum of Roman Art, has 60,000 inhabitants.
How these two cities are improving the dissemination of their archaeological spaces and museums through the new
technologies? How do they attract to the public and help them to live and interact with these archaeological
remains? How do the great Roman metropolis and this little capital share resources and scientific projects?
Eduardo Vera Cruz, Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal
A INCLUSÃO DIGITAL E A FIXAÇÃO DE PESSOAS EM AGLOMERADOS URBANOS DE BAIXA DENSIDADE
Erika Marion Robrahn-González, Instituto DOCUMENTO, São Paulo, Brazil/ ITM, CGEO, Portugal
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A SUSTAINABILITY SCIENCE IN A BRAZILIAN PERSPECTIVE
This presentation aims to analyze the development of Cultural Heritage researches from a transdisciplinary
perspective (i.e. combining academic and local community knowledge) and their contributions in attaining initiatives
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of sustainability. From this point of view, it is our goal to analyze how knowledge generated by research is used in
practice (Applied Science) to answer the challenges faced by societies in response to global changes.
We will present examples from Brazilian research programs related to indigenous societies, who occupy territories
with low population density in a small-scale economy. We will also analyze their forms of cultural and environmental
resilience, historically involved in adequacy processes at local or regional scale.
Therefore, it is our goal to contribute to the discussion on how Social Sciences and the Humanities can contribute to
the practice of a Sustainability Science, bringing together culture, ecology, and Governance to support sustainability
of communities, in ways that contribute to solutions to contemporary problems, for the benefit of society in all its
diversity.
Fernando Coimbra, Instituto Terra e Memória, Portugal
SOUND AS A FACTOR OF SOCIAL COHESION AMONG SMALL HUMAN GROUPS: SOME CASE STUDIES SINCE
PREHISTORY TILL THE PRESENT TIMES
Sound is present in daily human life. Archaeological evidence shows the existence of sound making devices since the
Palaeolithic, such as whistles, bullroarers and flutes, the first two having been probably used as communication tools
at a certain distance, useful, for example, to warn about an imminent danger or to call groups of early humans to
gather around, for several purposes. Remains of clay drums from the Neolithic and dancing/music scenes depicted
in rock art demonstrate how sound, transformed in musical behaviour, was used for social cohesion among people,
bringing them together for rituals, ceremonies, feasts and other aspects of life.
Other examples of socially organized sound continue across the centuries, among populations living in territories of
a low demographic density, reaching even the contemporary world, where interesting case studies reveal, for
example, the use of blowing between two tiles, for communicating at a distance between peasants from Central
Portugal and a specific kind of whistling as self recognition of village habitants from the North of Portugal, while
being among city people.
The presentation will use images and sound to illustrate the mentioned case studies.
Helena de Freitas, Centre for Functional Ecology, Universidade de Coimbra, UNESCO CHAIR in Biodiversity
Safeguard for Sustainable Development, Portugal
ADAPTING PUBLIC POLICIES TO THE PARTICULARITIES OF THE TERRITORY
I will present a brief analysis of the environmental vulnerabilities and demographic trends in Portugal, and how these
dynamics may influence regional planning and the strategic options to define a sustainable future. Regional planning
has to be rooted in local engagement, decisions and action, an endeavour that demands public and private capacity
building, connectivity, innovation in search of specific solutions, and adapting the instruments to the particularities
of the territory.
Helena Henriques, Centro de Geociências da Universidade de Coimbra, Portugal
GEOPARKS
Concepts. State institutions. Non-governmental political and academic initiatives. Geoparks network. Case study:
the UNESCO Geopark of Arouca.
Helena Zemánková, Brno University of Technology, Czech Republic
TURNING POINTS OF CZECH LANDS´ URBANISATION
The industrialisation of 19the to begining of 20the century meant inscription of factories into the urban structure of
medivial town and landscape, workers´colonies. Then, a change of political orientation in 1948 (tendency toward
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communisme), let to private property being taken over by stateownership and there was an impact of
collectivisation in agriculture landscape, with huge areas and construction, uniting of individual farmers. The Velvet
revolution in 1989, led to privatisation, tradidional productins turned down, with brownfield, conversion of
abandoned buildings, new funds for regional development and EU funds. Typical characteristics of contemporary
society: growth of villages in the cities´ neighbourhood ,“ blind spots“ with no job opportunities and low population
density but intact nice nature landscape. A typical Czech feature is low working mobility.
Hermínia Sol, Cláudia Carvalho, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, Centro de Estudos Sociais, Portugal
CULTURAL MAPPING AS A REGENERATION TOOL FOR SPARSELY-POPULATED REGIONS
Demographic sparsity poses major challenges to policy makers, essential service providers, as well as economic and
cultural activity actors alike. Often equated with remoteness, rurality and, in certain cases, with harsh climate
conditions these regions are frequently perceived as unattractive. This unattractiveness furthers their peripheral
status and weakens their economic power. The fact that remoteness has a negative connotation prevents people, in
general, from understanding that remoteness is not only about challenges, but also about opportunities. Those
opportunities may emerge from a process of cultural mapping that can evaluate a community’s uniqueness and
strengths. In other words, periphery can also be about exquisite landscape and history, stories of resilience, as well
as exceptional fauna and flora. Therefore, cultural mapping in sparsely populated regions can help promote local
capital empowerment and, thus, contribute to a region’s regeneration. As an example of this ambitious premise,
two ongoing cultural related projects -- ARTERIA and MOVTOUR -- will be used to illustrate an attempt to achieve
this goal.
Hipólito COLLADO3,6, José Ramón BELLO6, Elena GARRIDO1,2,3, José Manuel TORRADO1,3, Lázaro RODRÍGUEZ1,3,
Isabel María DOMÍNGUEZ1,3, Mónica VILLALBA1,3,5, Ángel C. DOMÍNGUEZ1,3,5, Sandra PALOMO1, María AGUILERA1,
Luis F. DA SILVA1,3, Jairo González1, Elena GARCÍA1, Celia GARCÍA1, Noelia BRUN1, José Enrique CAPILLA, María
Luisa GILES, Eulogio OYOLA, José María FERNÁNDEZ5, Emilia Blasco5 y David M. DUQUE4.
1
Centro de Estudios para el Medio Ambiente y la Cultura (CEMAC), 2Fundación Extremeña de la Cultura, 3ACINEP,
4
Universidad de Extremadura, 5Universidad Complutense de Madrid, 6Consejería de Cultura e Igualdad. Dirección
General de Bibliotecas, Museos y Patrimonio Cultural. Junta de Extremadura
THE CULTURAL HERITAGE AS A DYNAMIZING FACTOR IN THE RURAL ENVIRONMENT: THE PARADIGMATIC CASE OF
THE "ORIGINS" PROJECT IN FUENTES DE LEÓN.
Cultural Heritage can act as a dynamic element for development in municipalities of rural areas with low population
density, contributing to the diversification of its productive economy, favoring the establishment of young population
groups and acting as an engine of development and a hallmark of the territories. A practical example of what we
have been indicating is being developed in the town of Fuentes de León through the Research Project "ORÍGENES"
and its actions to socialize results.
In the territory of this municipal term is located the "Cuevas de Fuentes de León Natural Monument", a protected
area of 1,020 ha. that welcomes an important set of factors that combine natural and cultural interest in perfect
coexistence. The important set of cavities in which the Research Project "Origins" (Study of the Human Occupations
in the Caves of Fuentes de León) takes place since 2001 is outstanding. The results of the research are systematically
made available to society through dissemination and valorization actions that have had notable repercussions for
the municipality and its area of influence in the following areas: enhancement of community development and
tourism infrastructures, change in the sociological conception of the population towards its natural and cultural
wealth, creation of stable employment and generation of a hallmark that affects the management of its Cultural
Heritage to become a real factor of economic development for the region.
Keywords: Cultural Heritage, Fuentes de León, "Origins" Project, research, tourism, economic development.
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Laurent Caron, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, CGEO, Portugal
S. MIGUEL DA AMÊNDOA
Laurent Tissot, Université de Neuchãtel, Suisse
HOW CAN TOURISM BE CONSIDERED AS A RESPONSE TO THE RURAL EXODUS IN ALPINE REGIONS CHARACTERIZED
BY A DEMOGRAPHIC DECAY (19TH-21TH CENTURY)?
It is common place today to say that tourism is a major economic sector. The development of tourism leads to
economic development at regional and national levels under the condition that it complies with demands be they
environmental, cultural, patrimonial, political, etc. Several studies show, however, that tourism is characterized by
its vulnerabilities to disturbances, be they economical, political, military, climatic or cultural. That makes tourism
more precarious than any other service sector over the long term. The paper will show how this process can be
studied in different alpine valleys characterized by a demographic decay due to rural exodus and how tourism it was
a response to this human outflow. What were the measures taken to retain a population ready to leave his native
residence due to a lack of activities?
Luís Curvelo, Marketing and Inovation Director, Compta; Sandra Jardim, Director of the course Informatics and
Multimedia Technologies, Polytechnic Institute of Tomar; Nuno Madeira, Professor of Computer Science,
Polytechnic Institute of Tomar
HI-TECH INDUSTRIES AND LOW DEMOGRAPHIC DENSITY TERRITORIES
The main purpose of this session is to address the issue concerning the attraction and retention of Hi-Tech companies
in Low Demographic Density Territories. Let’s share ideas and practices, wandering through possible clues and
changing movements to promote co-creative environments in Low Demographic Density Territories. How can we
treat the risk analysis and betting on this type of territories? What kind of ecosystem and commitment should be
created and which stakeholders should be involved?
To define a coherent strategy, we start with the experience of the marketing and innovation director of a Portuguese
technological company, with 45 years of existence and aims to be a pillar of the sustainability of the national
economy by investing in the province in articulation with higher education institutions. To pursue the discussion we
will also have the collaboration of the director of the course of Informatics and Multimedia Technologies of the
superior school of technology of Abrantes of the polytechnic institute of Tomar. When we talk about the promotion
of digital transformation and the needed interactions we can also focus on experiences about the creation of
education products that can be used as the basis for evangelization phenomena of the main stakeholders.
The potential of cutting-edge technologies should be clear and need to show a way to solve some pain points of local
companies. A step by step approach should be conducted in order to start a growing local movement.
Also big data and analytics should be introduced in order to provide an effective characterization of the territory,
for analyze trends and support strategic decisions. Let’s promote the discussion to obtain several insights which can
be integrated to create a clear commitment landscape.
Luís Santos, Cecília Baptista e Luís Mota Figueira, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, Portugal
PROTECTED AREAS GOVERNANCE, WHY PEOPLE MATTER: INCORPORATING HUMAN AND SOCIAL DIMENSIONS INTO
PROTECTED AREAS.
The delicate balance between human occupation and conservation policy is a concurrent conflict of historical,
economic and cultural nature. Inflexible legislation applied on conservation areas, which were previously accessible
to cultural and economic practices creates dualistic feelings between environmental conscience and social rights.
Societal reasoning is a clear-cut understanding that the implementation of conservation policy brings loss, while this
is a comfortable situation for conservationists, it raises retaliation in the form of illicit practices such as poaching.
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Despite stumbling endeavours through the years, UNESCO launched a new paradigm for nature conservation in the
new form of Biosphere Reserves (MaB), achieving the three interconnected functions: conservation, development
and logistic support, outpacing traditionally confined conservation zones, through the implementation of sustainable
development fostered by local dwellers and enterprises with highly innovative and participative governance systems.
The involvement of local communities in the management will re-establish dialogue for conflict resolution,
integrating cultural and biological diversity along policies based on research and monitoring. This may be a solution
for the long-term divorce between communities and nature conservation, thus there is no recipe for success and
each case is singular.
This paper analyses the implementation of the Boquilobo Biosphere Reserve and the involvement of Municipalities,
NGOs, Higher Education and Cultural Museums. The Boquilobo Nature Reserve is a classified wetland and a
Biosphere Reserve of unique biodiversity in the region.
The case study associates the Agricultural Museum of Riachos (MAR), a community-based museum which provides
educational and touristic services, always considering the Nature Reserve of Paul Boquilobo (RNPB), and the
Polytechnic Institute of Tomar which being part of the consultant committee of the Biosphere Reserve, is responsible
for the environmental monitoring, ecological mapping and touristic development of the reserve.
The common geographical, social and research interests enabled a the study that provided means of implementing
a parallel survey to assess the opinion of both the local community and the academy as to the best natural and
touristic use of such an important heritage.
Results brought to evidence the common interest in conservation, thus the international academics that participated
focused their suggestions on the commercial use of the reserve while the local community focused their interests on
the cultural use.
It appears that the development of an articulated public environmental education helps to mitigate the negative
impacts, empowering the multiple chain reaction Community - Resource - Visitors thus enhancing the natural value
of this asset.
Luís Santos, Rita Anastácio, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, ITM, CGEO, Portugal
Jean Francois Tourrand, Cirad-Green & MAAF, France
DEMOGRAPHIC AND GEOGRAPHIC EXPANSION, EXPLORING TERRITORIES INSIDE PROTECTED AREAS
Luiz Carlos Villalta, Universidade Federal de Minas Gerais, Brasil
THE ENLIGHTENMENT AND THE FIGHT AGAINST DESPOTISM AFTER THE DEFEAT OF THE PERNAMBUCO
REVOLUTION OF 1817: THE “LAWS” AND A LAWYER IN THE FACE OF JUSTICE
Cesare Beccaria, an Enlightenment thinker, in his “Book of Crimes and Punishment”, published firstly in 1764 (in
English, in 1767), says: “The following general theorem is of great use determining the certainty of a fact. When the
proofs of a crime are dependent on each other, that is, when the evidence of each witness, taken separately, proves
nothing, or when all the proofs are dependent upon one, the number of proofs neither increase nor diminish the
probability of the fact; for the force of the whole is no greater than the force of that on which they depend, and if
this fails, they all fall to the ground. When the proofs are independent on each other, the probability of the fact
increases in proportion to the number of proofs; for the falsehood of the one does not diminish the veracity of
another”. Some decades later, in the beginning of the 19th Century, in the Kingdom of Brazil, part of the United
Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil and Algarves, Antônio Luiz de Brito Aragão Vasconcelos, after the defeat of the
Revolution of Pernambuco of 1817 acted as one of the defendants’ lawyers. In the face of justice, he made some
reflexions on the fair trial. Comparing these reflexions with Beccaria’s thinking, it’s possible to find a lot of
coincidences, or at least the same subjects. In fact, Vasconcelos discussed about the proof’s types, when they were
enough or, instead, insufficient, and furthermore, a very important principle: to condemn someone there would be
a need for evidences and, if there weren’t proofs, the defendants should be acquitted. According to him, “this
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doctrine” was sustained by Natural Law and obeyed by the Portuguese courts of justice, in addition to being
defended by the best of kings, D. João VI. These problems and debates are the subject of this work. All this discussion
is very relevant when we consider the Old Regime Crisis, when this lawyer lived, and the fights against the
magistrates despotism in Brazil’s countryside at that time and before, but also, furthermore, within the Brazilian
crisis nowadays, when magistrates’ role is central again.
Manuela Morais1, Eduardo Morales1, Carlos Saito2
1
Instituto de Ciências da Terra (ICT) & Universidade de Évora, mmorais@uevora.pt; morales@uevora.pt
2
Centro de Desenvolvimento Sustentável (CDS) & Universidade de Brasília, carlos.h.saito@hotmail.com
THE CENTRALITY OF WATER/SOIL QUANTITY AND QUALITY ISSUES IN THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE CURRENT
PORTUGUESE SOCIETY
In recent years, there has been an aggressive policy on the part of the Portuguese government to broaden the
reliance on aquatic systems as a source of energy and irrigation, among other uses. A higher demand for electrical
power and the expansion of the agricultural frontier, with an increase of irrigated areas dominated by monocultures
(e.g. olive groves), have also increased the pressure on soils. Nowadays, Portugal has a large number of reservoirs,
0.48 per 100000 inhabitants, higher than that of Spain (0.43 per 100000 inhabitants), which has 4 times as many
inhabitants and circa 6 times as much territorial extension. During the development and application of these policies,
the quantity and quality aspect are often downsized or entirely disregarded, despite climate change scenarios point
to a drastic reduction in water and soil availability, especially in southern Portugal. As a consequence, taxpayers and
stakeholders are hit hard not only on their economy, since energy and agricultural projects are usually more costly
in the long term, but also in their health. The degradation of the quality of water associated to this policy means that
people are drinking water of doubtful quality or that local entities are spending more to meet international water
quality standards. There is also a latent conflict arising from the dispute over consumptive and non-consumptive
water uses among stakeholders, with higher social impacts on family farmers and small villages, which are typical
of low population density territories. Faced with this situation, it becomes urgent to discuss a new water and
agricultural culture that addresses the different dimensions of the problem in order to implement new holistic
strategies that consider the scenarios of water availability and the reality of the people currently living in affected
areas.
Margalit Berriet, Mémoire de l’Avenir, France
THE POWER OF THE ARTS
Arts and Cultures are powerful instances and wonderful mediators in the constitution of social realities and personal
mindsets, including learning and dialogue. With the ongoing rise of digital platforms, sociocultural practices now
have, theoretically, a global reach.
Arts and artists are bridging the gap between people, continents, cultures, civilizations, and time. Arts and cultures
are a journey into the world of Mankind, beyond political or religious boundaries.
The Arts are expressions and mirrors of the human mind; progressing, criticizing, proposing, inventing, thinking,
transforming... as the record of our pluralities of ethics, esthetics and histories, visible and hidden ones.
Patrick De Georges, École Normale Supérieure de Lyon, France
DESIGNING A TRANSFORMATIVE STRATEGY WITH RURAL TERRITORIES
In this presentation, we will stress the need to make a diffference between adaptation and transformation, the link
between transformation and precaution, and its implication in framing transition in public policies. We will also show
the importance to design new approaches for territorial inquiry. The case of the Drôme Valley (France) will illustrate
this talk.
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Renaldas Gudauskas, Vilnius National Library, Saulė Jokūbauskienė, Vilnius University
GLOBAL SECURITY AND EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES: GOVERNANCE DILEMMAS OF THE TECHNOLOGY RISKS
LANDSCAPE
The presentation discusses risks related to emerging technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution and the
associated governance challenges. The emerging technologies of the Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) will inevitably
transform the world in many ways - some that are desirable and others that are not. The extent to which the benefits
are maximized and the risks mitigated will depend on the quality of governance - the rules, norms, standards,
incentives, institutions, and other mechanisms that shape the development and deployment of the each particular
technology. Currently, the governance of emerging technologies is patchy: some are regulated heavily, others hardly
at all because they do not fit under the remit of any existing regulatory body. The article focusing on the risk
associated with AI (Artificial intelligence) considers the potential risk associated with letting greater decision making
powers move from humans to AI programmes, as well as the debate about whether and how to prepare for possible
development of machines with greater general intelligence than humans. The article concludes by assessing the risks
associated with how technology is reshaping physical infrastructure, how emerging BD (Big Data) and Data Science
& Competence Framework effects our future.
Robert Belot, Université jean Monet, St. Etienne, France
UN NON-LIEU DEVENU UTOPIE : NOTRE-DAME-DES-LANDES
Silvério Figueiredo1,2,3 and Maria Cristina Costa1,4
1
Instituto Politécnico de Tomar. 2Centro Português de Geo-História e Pré-História. 3Centro de Geociências da Univ.
de Coimbra, 4Academia da Ciência, Arte e Património
INTERDISCIPLINARITY: THE ROLE OF SCIENTIFIC DISSEMINATION IN LOCAL COMMUNITIES
This communication aims to present the importance of interdisciplinarity in scientific dissemination and how to
promote it in local communities, as a way of development of scientific culture. Scientific projects such as the Museum
Centre of Centro Português de Geo-História e Pré-História are developed in low density territories, stimulating these
localities. Higher education institutions can also be the corner stone of knowledge in local communities. The
Academy of Science, Art and Heritage, an integrated Unit of the Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, is an example of an
educational project that focuses on a constructivist view of knowledge. Targeted to primary school it also promotes
teachers’ professional development. Another paradigmatic case of success among youngsters is the Ciência Viva ANCCT (Live Science) programs, which assume a leading role in the dissemination of science.
Steven Hartman, Mälardalen University, NIES and the HfE Circumpolar Observatory, Stefansson Arctic Institute,
steven.hartman@mdh.se
BIFROST: BRIDGING THE PAST AND THE PRESENT, CONNECTING KNOWLEDGE TO ACTION, AND WORKING TO LINK
DIVERSE ACTORS AND STAKEHOLDERS TO ADDRESS FUTURE SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGES
The Bifrost project is a collaboration among media professionals, independent artists, and environmental studies
researchers working closely with different Higher Education Institutions and various organizations from Civil Society.
Bifrost is led by the Nordic Network for Interdisciplinary Environmental Studies (NIES), in close collaboration with the
North Atlantic Biocultural Organization (NABO), the Integrated History and Future of People on Earth (IHOPE) and
the Humanities for the Environment global network of regional observatories (HfE), and in particular the HfE
Circumpolar Observatory. The project seeks to engage different segments of society through a range of educational
activities and participatory art and media engagements in the public sphere. Aiming to promote an increased sense
of agency and stakeholding among underrepresented academic and societal groups when it comes to engaging with
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environmental challenges, Bifrost seeks to explore and demonstrate new possibilities for collaboration and coproduction across the natural and social sciences, the humanities and the arts, as well as between the educational
and research communities and other societal sectors. The goal is to showcase and inspire by example new models
of mobilizing knowledge within society to enhance public awareness and understanding of environmental issues—
their causes, risks and consequences—as well as to inspire comparable, integrated (non-instrumental) approaches
to mitigating and remediating crises without creating new wicked problems. This intervention will take up some
cases foregrounded in the project that address low-density demographic areas of high social-ecological vulnerability
(particularly, though not exclusively, in the Circumpolar North) as a result of global change trends.
Thomas Reuter, University of Melbourne; International Union of Anthropology, Future Earth – Asia
FOOD SYSTEMS FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE: STATE INTERVENTIONS AND COMMUNITY-BASED REVITALISATIONS
IN RURAL INDONESIA
Deteriorating environmental growing conditions, increasing demand and increasing inequality together produce
mounting food security risks in many countries. Indonesia is among the 30 countries most at risk. Small farmers grow
most of Indonesia’s food but struggle to make a living from farming, partly because state interventions depress
prices or disrupt local economies. For disadvantaged consumers, in turn, increasing food price volatility is an
existential threat. The mainstream recommendation, promoted by agro-science, corporations, many international
development agencies and the (Indonesian) state, is to enhance capital investment, technology and market access,
which favours the growth of corporate land holdings and profit oriented production. The alternative approach,
shared by small-farmers organisations, NGOs and ethnographic researchers, tends toward solutions grounded in
local knowledge, sustainable farming, and local systems of distribution and consumption. The radical disjuncture
between these two approaches leads their proponents to talk past each other. This paper explores state-led and
farmer-led initiatives working across this gap of understanding.
Vera Dias António, Câmara Municipal de Mação, Portugal
OUR PEOPLE. OUR HERITAGE
Writing life stories is the search for the person behind the face. It is a journey of discovery of the person behind the
image that we think have, or not. Telling life stories is an exercise that allows you to capture individual and social
memory by getting to know who the person is, has lived and witnessed. By collecting and telling a life story we
capture the intangible, obtaining narratives about social actors, from their individual lives to social values and
changes. Based on the book Mação Retrato Falado, I will present 6 life stories, 3 men and 3 women and what it is
like to be a person, about being from Mação and being from the interior.

Essays
Adrián Negro Cortés, Universidad de Extremadura, España
POWER AND POTESTAS IN CATALONIA DURING THE XI CENTURY. HOW TO RULE A LOW-DENSITY TERRITORY IN THE
MIDDLE AGES
Catalonia in the XI Century was a low-populated territory, compared to others, because it was crossed by the border
between Christians and Muslims. The aim of this paper is to show the strategies used by Ramón Berenguer I, count
of Barcelona, to enforce and strengthen its power in those spaces with blurry jurisdictions.
The way this all was financed were by the parias, payments done by the Muslim taifa kingdoms to the Christian
kingdoms in order to prevent being attacked. Using this money, the county of Barcelona was able to display some
strategies like building castles or repopulating places to enforce its power by giving them to people he could trust,
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who would become his vassals. We will provide examples of all those strategies extracted from the rich primary
sources of the Catalonian County.
Amadou Ndiaye, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM
NDEM, TERRITOIRES A BASSE DENSITE DEMOGRAPHIQUE ET UN MODEL DE DEVELOPPEMENT TERRITORIAL
Au courant des années 80 le Sénégal fut frappé par une grande sècheresse. La rareté des pluies additionnées aux
manques d’infrastructures poussèrent ces cultivateurs de la terre à quitter leur fief afin de rejoindre les villes à la
recherche du travail. Ce fut la première vague de migration qui dépourvut le village de Ndem localité située au
Centre-Ouest du Sénégal à 11 Kilomètres de Bambey la ville la plus proche d’une grande partie de ses autochtones.
Toutefois au cours de l’année 1984 dans son envie de soutenir son village, un jeune habitant du village alors émigré
en France retourne s’installer avec sa famille dans le village afin de redresser la petite économie. C’est Ainsi qu’il
aura l’idée de rassembler tous les autres villages environnants afin d’unir leurs forces pour résister ensemble à ce
désastre.
C’est fort de ce constat que sous la houlette de ce jeune « entrepreneur » que fut créé une ONG qui proposa une
gamme d’offre afin de copter le tourisme dans cette partie du pays. Jouissant de ce contacts en Europe et de l’appui
du gouvernement d’alors, furent mettre sur pied des ateliers de formations d’artisans en vannerie, teinturerie, en
fabrication de poterie et de tissage.
De ce petite initiative communautaire aboutira un vrai model de développement communautaire qui permettra à ce
petit village destinait à se vider de ces habitants à résister de ces périodes difficiles et est désormais inscrit dans les
destinations touristiques au niveau international et bénéficiant de subvention de l’Etat.
Ana Maria Jiménez Guevara, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (DYCLAM)
CULTURAL HERITAGE EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR DEVELOPMENT PROJECTS: THE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY OF
PREVENTIVE ARCHEOLOGY IN A CONTEXT OF EXTRACTIVE ECONOMIES
The communities living in what is today Colombia’s most productive oilfield are facing an extractive economic cycle,
which has been preceded by cycles of extensive livestock farming and intensive rice and palm oil production. These
economic cycles have been the main cause of deforestation in this region, which constitutes a complex continuous
ecosystem between the paramos of the Andes and the Amazonian lowlands. Furthermore, as a neuralgic region, the
east and southeast of Colombia is also the territory of a great number of indigenous communities that have inhabited
these lands since prehistoric times, as well as the setting of the diverse conflicts that Colombia has been facing since
Colonial and Republican times. Within this context, preventive archeology management plans for oil production
projects deal with several challenges which lead us, as anthropologists and archeologists, to question the role of
cultural heritage for these communities, and to consider the possible education strategies that could lead to an
appropriation of archaeological heritage and a valorization of cultural landscapes.
Ana Maria Osodio Dias

THE RANGELAND DILEMMA: NATURE CONSERVATION OR AGRIBUSINESS INTENSIFICATION. CASE STUDY IN
THE PAMPA OF NORTH URUGUAY AND SOUTH BRAZIL
At world scale, rangeland covers around 30% of the land, in all the continents and latitudes. Low demographic
density, livestock grazing strong pastoral culture characterizes the rangeland socio-ecosystems. Facing the
increasing demand in food and feed commodities over the two past decades, the huge and almost wide rangeland
area represents an excellent alternative for the expansion of crops and tree plantations, especially soya bean and
eucalyptus in the case of Pampa biome. The result is a strong local development from an economical point of view.
However, the current dilemma is the irreversible destruction of rangeland ecosystem for crop and tree plantations,
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and consequently the destroying of rangeland environment functions, especially in water cycle, biodiversity and
erosion control. Moreover rangeland is destroyed without really knowing its real economic potential.
Andrea Sommavilla, Universitá degli Studi di Trento
GIVE A FUTURE TO VAL DI RABBI. PRESERVING RABBIESE IDENTITY BY ENCOURAGING YOUTH ACTIVITIES AND
REDEVELOPING TOURIST FACILITIES AND THE TERRITORY OF NATIONAL NATURAL PARK OF STELVIO
This research has the object to analyse the political actions, mainly municipals, in and for Val di Rabbi, a peripheral
valley situated in the northeast area of the province of Trentino (Italy), largely inserted in the Stelvio natural park.
The area of Comune di Rabbi, with 132,79km2, corresponds geografically to the homonym valley. A population of
1372 inhabitants is spread over the entire narrow valley in many urban agglomerates and hamlets, as well as in
some isolated houses.
This text has the intention to clarify if local political actions, applied since the 1980s to reduce the dispersal of the
young component of local population and to encourage the traditional professions of this valley may be considered,
when observed from 2018, as being positive and suitable for the purpose.
Parallel to the issues related to local youth, there have been actions related to tourism in the valley. The enhancement
of the thermal infrastructure in XXXX, already existing and famous during the Habsburg epoch, ran alongside a
greater attention from owners of alms, shelters and any structure which might favour excursions and the presence
of tourists in places, considering the quality and quantity of attractions and of the structure itself.
Comparing the past situation (before the 80s) to the present, it is possible to consider which choices were wise and
which ones were not, what could have been done in addition and what may be done in the present, investing for the
future.
Carine Pachoud, Cirad-Green, France
HIGHLANDS CHALLENGES
Highlands are defined as the interaction between inclined and elevated geographic entities and local social entities
(Price, 2015). They cover 24% of the world's land surface (Kapos et al., 2000) and are inhabited by 13% of the world
population (FAO, 2015). They are a geographic, economic and social entity in which the relief, climate, and natural
and cultural heritage require the implementation of specific development policies (Dobremez & Borg, 2015).
Highlands have always represented a strong symbol for many Societies (Messerli & Ives, 1997; Ceruti, 2004; Price,
2015). Highlands are globally important ecosystems which face many challenges (UN-SDG, 2015). First, 80% of
freshwater comes from highland areas (Viviroli et al., 2007) and their presence often drives precipitation patterns.
Highlands provide fresh water to more than half of the world’s population, for domestic, agricultural, urban(?) and
industrial needs. This water also is an important source of hydro-power, which provides 20% of global electricity
(Price, 2015). Globally, mining activity is concentrated in highlands, which provide most of the world’s strategic
nonferrous and precious metals. The exploitation and trading of these metals has been an essential element in the
development, growth and expansion of all imperial powers, from the Romans until today. Furthermore, greater
biodiversity exists in highlands than in lowlands. This is due to less anthropologic pressure and to the diversity of
topography, offering a range of habitats and thus a corresponding large range of species (Nagy & Grabherr, 2009).
Many marginalized people live in highland areas, linked to their relative isolation due to physical remoteness,
resulting in differences in ethnicity or culture. The identity and culture of highland people are diverse and marked by
a wide variety of languages, clothes, food, celebrations, legends, myths, beliefs, songs, dances (Bernier & Guichon,
2013). However, highland communities suffer from higher poverty rates and food insecurity (FAO 2015). Highlands
are therefore often locations of conflict, due to a lack of public resources, or underdeveloped at a national scale, and
the isolation and often extreme terrain puts these areas out of the range of traditional security forces. Highlands are
climate change hotspots, with temperatures increasing particularly rapidly (e.g. the temperature rise in the Alps has
been double the global average) and changes in precipitation. Most glaciers are melting; some have disappeared,
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affecting the security of water supplies. Yet highlands also have major potential for offsetting global change, due to
their potential as carbon sinks, e.g., through ecosystem restoration, mitigation of animal greenhouse gas emissions
through grazing practice and land management, fire management, and the production of green energy
(hydroelectricity) (Price, 2015). In conclusion, highlands contribute much to social-ecological system wellbeing and,
because the ecosystem services they produce extend far beyond their boundaries, they have a strong influence on
the potential for sustainability for all. Consequently, inclusive sustainable development in highlands is therefore one
of the main imperatives of the 21st Century.
Several successful initiatives of sustainable development in highlands exist, especially in Western Europe and other
OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development) countries. These initiatives usually result from
strong long-term investment of public institutions in partnership with private companies (e.g., energy, mining or
tourism); such large investments are increasingly considering local development. The OECD experience therefore
offers many relevant lessons to be shared. Examples of mountain networks acting at regional or global scale to
disseminate these examples and models of sustainable development include Euromontana (www.euromontana.org)
and the Mountain Partnership (www.mountainpartnership.org). However, the information provided by these
networks derives from their institutional members, who represent a rather small proportion of the number and range
of relevant stakeholders. In return, competences and experiences in the highlands of the developing world (e.g.,
through CONDESAN www.condesan.org or ICIMOD www.icimod.org) can provide meaningful contributions to OECD
highlands. The demand of local policymakers and stakeholders for models of inclusive sustainable development in
highlands (ISDH) is increasing, especially in emerging and pre-emerging countries
There is also a demand for ISDH in Eastern Europe, in the Balkans and Carpathians, as recognized in recent European
Commission policies and the resolution of the European Parliament on cohesion policy (Price, 2016). In conclusion,
the public platform (Specific 0bjective 3) to be built by the HIGHLANDS Project and transferred to existing mountain
networks will inform any local stakeholder, policymaker and manager about the diverse and contrasted initiatives
of ISDH in different highlands. When a user accesses the platform, s/he will be able to identify relevant contexts and
gain access to complete information - and potentially the ability to visit and learn from different cases.
Cassandra Fortin, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (DYCLAM)
THE GHOST TOWN OF VAL-JALBERT (CANADA)
Val-Jalbert was a small town in the province of Quebec, Canada. It was officially founded in 1901 and declared a
ghost town 29 years later in 1930 following an epidemy of Spanish influenza and the closure of the main economical
activity, the paper mill. From 1960 to 1986, the Office du tourisme de la province de Québec restored the few
constructions of Val-Jalbert to turn it into an outdoor and indoor site for tourists to visit. Nowadays, you can visit the
constructions, interact with historical characters and have an immersion experience of the life of the early 1900th.
Val-Jalbert is now one of the most visited and popular site in Quebec.
There are numerous ghost town all over the world. Ironically, those cities who are technically uninhabited are major
touristic destinations. Often, those cities are exploited for the reason that make them ghost towns in the first place.
You can think of Pompeii in Italy where tourists go to see the petrified corpses or Chernobyl in Ukraine that is
nowadays an important site of dark tourism based on the sensations of risk and excitement to be so close to a nuclear
catastrophe. The ghost town of Val-Jalbert, on the other hand, didn’t exploit the epidemy or the misery following
the closure of the paper mill. They decided to make it both entertaining and educative and to celebrate the good
moments of the town instead of the bad even though those are not forgotten. They also managed to involve the
autochthon community of Pekuakamiulnuatsh Takuhikan in a project of mini hydroelectric power station on the river
Ouiatchouan that cross both the territory of the community and Val-Jalbert.
To summarize, I want to demonstrate that Val-Jalbert is an example of good management of the territory, social
implication, environmental and sustainable development and, especially, an example of enhancement of an history
and an heritage of a ghost town. But moreover, it would be interesting to examine future possibilities of utilisation
of the site.
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Chance Matthew Williams, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (DYCLAM)
THE POST-OIL ECONOMY: GEOTOURISM AS A MEANS OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT IN THE SHETLAND ISLANDS
Currently the economy of the islands relies heavily on the North Sea oil industry (41% of all businesses dependent)
and the fishing industry (46% businesses dependent). In total, the Shetlands contain 1/5 of the United Kingdom’s oil
and gas reserves. Population growth is low, with a faster rate of aging in comparison to the rest of the country. 18%
of the population is 65 years or older, a 4% increase in a decade while 35% population is under the age of 30, a 3 %
decrease over the same period. This greying population could have negative impacts on both the islands’ economy
and preservation of cultural heritage. The paper includes a discussion of tourism in the Shetland
islands…opportunities and challenges for future growth and impacts on the local economy and workforce. It makes
an exploration of the work of the Shetland Amenity Trust, specifically the Shetland UNESCO Geopark. Discussion of
good practices and opportunities for improvement.
Charlotte Martin, Université Jean Monet, France
L’INFLUENCE DU NUMÉRIQUE DANS LES ZONES À FAIBLE DENSITÉ DÉMOGRAPHIQUE : LE CAS DU TRANSMÉDIA.
Le Transmédia correspond à une narration faite autour d’un sujet et qui s’articule à travers différents supports de
médiation. Contrairement à ce qui existe déjà dans de nombreux lieux et sites patrimoniaux, il n’utilise pas un
discours identique, diffusé sur divers médias, mais offre une véritable interaction et interdépendance entre ces
nouveaux supports numériques. Ainsi la barrière virtuelle est franchie et permet d’explorer et mettre en valeur un
territoire plus vaste. Les zones peu fréquentées deviennent attractives et accessibles à travers le numérique. Souvent
écrit de manière romancée voire fictionnelle, le récit Transmédia invite ses utilisateurs à prendre part à l’histoire. Il
peut se concevoir comme un outil ludique qui permet d’aborder des thèmes parfois difficiles à valoriser. Par
conséquent, le monde virtuel peut devenir l’une des solutions pour reconnecter les personnes avec le réel et leur
patrimoine.
Chiara Infantino, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM
CAN REFUGEES PLAY A ROLE IN COUNTERING THE RISK OF DEPOPULATION OF SMALL VILLAGES? THE CASE OF
PETRURO IRPINO IN ITALY
This essay will aim to deal with the risk of depopulation of small villages in Italy, in particular with regards to the
problem of immigration which has been a controversial issue in the country in recent years. A specific case will be
analysed: a village called Petruro Irpino, a hamlet with a population of 200 in the South of Italy. Since 2016, the
village has hosted a SPRAR project (Protection System for Asylum Seekers and Refugees) and a network of 13
municipalities run by Caritas for a refugee reception centre. In Petruro, 20 asylum seekers have arrived, revitalizing
the entire community. The purpose of the project is to foster migrants’ integration and modernizing social-welfare
politics creating a coworking system. New professional profiles have begun to emerge in the “Welcome
Municipality”, and local citizens have profited: the managers in the reception system are local youth. In addition,
various cooperatives are emerging made up of local citizens and in collaboration with refugees. These agricultural,
social, touristic cooperatives are aimed at recovering under-utilised resources. They begin, for instance, exploiting
abandoned fields in the area. Overall, employment opportunities are increasing for both the local inhabitants and
new migrants. A social cohesion is possible.
Christian Bidir Mpeliang, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (DYCLAM)
IMPACT OF LOW POPULATION DENSITY TERRITORIES ON ENVIRONMENT
The density of the population and changing land use patterns constitute a significant impact on the environment.
The Organization for cooperation and development (OECD) indicates that the environment effects exercised by the
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evolution of the size of the population and geographical distribution are sources of concern for sustainable
development. Human populations exert an influence on the environment through what they produce and consume
and how they do it. These effects are associated with production levels in various sectors such as the economy, land
use patterns, the use of natural resources, as well as waste and pollution generated. And differ according
demographic variables such as the size of the population, its structure and density, and the participation rate (OECD,
2001). The way in which the population is divided between urban and rural population, the depletion of natural
resources, the destruction of landscapes and natural habitats, are among other factors of concern for the
environment.
Cínthia Moreira Bispo, Universidade Federal do Oeste do Pará – UFOPA, ITM, csmoreira23@gmail.com
QUILOMBOLA COMMUNITIES OF THE LOWER AMAZON RIVER, SANTARÉM, PARÁ – A PERSPECTIVE OF HISTORICAL
ARCHEOLOGY ON THEM BRAZILIAN AMAZON
The Brazilian Amazon has an ethnic and cultural diversity in its wide territorial extension. The reflections on
occupation of territory, memory and identity that will be discussed here have as their starting point the case study
of some quilombola communities located in Lower Amazon River, in the state of Pará, in the municipality of
Santarém, Northern Brazil. The region of Santarém in the Eighteenth Century began to use as labor, the African
force, slaves, which from the compulsory work worked on the sugarcane plantation, on the cultivation of cacao and
other extractions trough the plantation. Thus, some African ethnic groups became part of the demography of the
region. As a form of resistance to slaver labor, some groups started to flee from the large farms and occupied other
regions located in the bed of the subsistence, these groups managed to maintain their cultural identity, religious and
resist the group dominant. For several centuries, these peoples occupy and live in a way that preserver those cultural
traits that have a strong relationship with the territory where they remain today. From these understandings of
occupation and formation of these territories, on an investigation based on the disciplines of Archeology and
Antropology, we seek to understand about these processes of occupations and permanence throughout the centuries
by these small and medium alons the Amazon River, Ituqui River and Paranã, Archeological landmarks in the
landscape come from remains of wooden houses, and fruit tress planted in ancient time, especially the chestnut
tress. These landmarks where located from conversations with the oldest inhabitants of region, who through oral
memory reported on their history, passed down from generation to generation. So, from these records and
mappings, how else could Archeology assess the occupation of the territory by these quilombola goups? What is the
meaning of archeology for these territories and peoples, and what is the meaning of archeology for these
communities, such as trying to establish an intersection between the two camps, through a perspective that seeks
to dynamize territories in their symbolic, territorial, cultural and economic? Is it possibible to use archaeological
methods and practices that can provide scientific data in order to establish parameters for a more lasting cultural
permanence? This is the reflection to be sought in this research work.
Damien Delorme, Université de Lyon Jean Moulin 3, Université de Genève, France-Suisse
PORTRAIT DU « CYCLONAUTE » EN PHILOSOPHE DE TERRAIN. A L’ECOUTE DES BAS-COTES.
En janvier 2016, j’ai entrepris un voyage philosophique de 7 mois à vélo. J’ai traversé l’Amérique du Nord, de Miami
à Vancouver, 10 000 km à la rencontre des “écotopies” – ces lieux d’expérimentation sociale où s’inventent de
nouvelles relations avec la nature (cf. usproject2016.com). Expérience de philosophie de terrain, le projet “Untaking
Space” a été, au-delà d’une aventure personnelle, un moyen de developer de nouvelles perspectives sur les
problèmes environnementaux, sur l’organisation territoriale et sur les relations pédagogiques. Que peut apprendre
le philosophe de terrain du décentrement du cyclonaute ? Je présenterai quelques enseignements de cette experience
des “bas-côtés”.
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Deusdédit Carneiro Leite Filho, Centro de Pesquisa de História Natural e Arqueologia do Maranhão, Brazil
LACUSTRINE POPULATIONS IN THE EASTERN AMAZON: PALAFITIC SETTLEMENTS, LANDSCAPES AND MATERIAL
CULTURE IN THE PREHISTORY OF THE BAIXADA MARANHENSE-BRAZIL
Several culturally differentiated peoples left traces of the exploration of the various environmental compartments
composing the eastern limit of the Amazon Biome. Between 250 and 1000AD, the ceramic populations that settled
in the lacustrine environments associated with the Pindaré, Pericumã and Turiaçu river basins in the Maranhense
Basin, structured a housing dynamics adapted to wet environments, interiors of the great lakes with the construction
of houses of communal use suspended by pilotis. These palafitic sites ensured thermal comfort, safety and
adaptation to seasonal variations in water level, as well as access to the rich food resources characteristic of these
environments. The excellence in the environmental management was reflected in the choice of adapted woods
specimens of greater resistance to the aquatic environment, which associated with the knowledge of the technique
and the model of implantation of these settlements characterized and delimited the way of life of these populations,
whose spatial distribution was a strategy of territorial, political and cultural domination in a particular chronological
range of the regional prehistory. The remnants of the living quarters, evidenced the presence of utilitarian and
ceremonial artifacts and utensils, highlighting zoomorphic and anthropomorphic representations that may refer to
cosmogonic symbols of ritual character present in painted, modeled and incised representations. We propose some
questions for discussions about the production of knowledge from an archeology and ethnoarchaeology perspective,
the particularities about the way of life observed in these ancient settlements, their insertion in the landscape and
the subsequent processes unleashed in the region with the arrival of the colonizer.
Eduardo Andrade, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM
DIGITAL CITIES: STRATEGIES FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF LOW-DENSITY CITIES IN THE RIO GRANDE DO SUL INTERIOR:
A TECHNOLOGICAL APPROACH
Digital City, in the Brazilian context, is a term that has been popularly propagated from the implementation by small
municipalities of a free-internet distribution system. Encouraged by the Ministry of Communications and since the
creation of the Special Secretariat for Digital Inclusion, in 2011, a specific program was created to apply technological
resources in Brazilian municipalities. This article seeks to analyse the implementation of digital cities in the interior
of Rio Grande do Sul, and the democratization of access to technology as a means of developing areas with low
population density.
Enrique Meléndez Galán, Universidad de Extremadura, España
GAMIFICATION AS A WAY TO DISCOVER OUR ENVIRONMENT: TOURISM, HERITAGE AND COMMUNITY
According to different models of gamification, the following lines show how we can use Pokémon Go and other
experiences in the real world as a way to dinamize our cities. On this line, this paper is aimed to analyze the real
impact of this experiences where the activity is developed in and how we can get te most of this apps in order to
communicate our heritage.
This research has been divided in three parts. First of all, we can use this tool to attract people to devastated places
such as Japan and the different prefectures damaged by the earthquake and tsunami as we have seen throught the
Pokémon Go events in the past year. Secondly, we can try to use this tool to teach our cities to the different players
because museums, buildings and sculptures are important landmarks in-game. Finally, we can see how community
of players are using Pokémon Go with the objective of creating a sense of ownership into the inhabitants.
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Francisco José Cambero, Universidad de Extremadura, España
VICISSITUDES OF HISTORY AND ENVIRONMENT: MANAGEMENT OF UNDERWATER HERITAGE SUCH AS GENERATOR
OF WEALTH IN RURAL AREAS OF MEXICO
The aim of this report is to show how the rural area of Jalapa del Marques (Mexico) has modified its economy
because of the building of Benito Juarez’s Dam and subsequently, when there is lack of water. Due to its
geographical position, Jalapa was one of the main cores of farmers in Mexico, who had to become fishers ahead of
flooding of their lands. Nowadays, when there are droughts and fishers cannot fish, dwellers turn their heritage
resource (submerged so far) into a product that attract great numbers of tourists and continue generating wealth.
This is an example of how a rural area is combating depopulation. Countries such as Spain or Portugal should
consider such kind of approaches. So far, despite having many similar cases, the current legislation does not allow
working with them to generate wealth.
Görkem Cenk Yeşilova, Dario Orelli, University of Ferrara, Department of Prehistory and Quaternary
USAGE OF FLINT: FROM PAST TO MODERN TIMES
The flint which is a part of man's most important material cultures, undoubtedly it has a very important and special
position for our ancestors who efforted to survive and for the Prehistorians who study past times of humankind.
When we look at modern times we still see that this special position is still continuing, both historically and
ethnographically. We have aimed to explain in culturally, position of the flint which is in life of humankind, with the
aid of archeological, ethnological, geological and geographical datas in this paper and presentation.
Indio Vignes, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM
L’ARCHITECTURE VERNACULAIRE : UN OUTIL POUR UNE OCCUPATION CONSTANTE DU TERRITOIRE
La production culturelle a une intime relation avec le territoire où les groupes humains sont fixés. Dans un mélange
complexe de conditions restrictives et de ressources se développent la culture de la danse, de la nourriture, de
l’expression artistique mais aussi la culture de l’habiter. Habiter est un terme complexe qui dépasse le simple concept
d’avoir un toit pour la protection des intempéries comme nous l’explique RADKWOSKI, Georges H, dans
Anthropologie de L’Habiter, vers le nomadisme.
La complexité « d’habiter » est l’objet de discussion de ce que l’on appelle l’« Architecture Vernaculaire ».
L’architecture vernaculaire est un domaine de l’architecture qui envisage l’être humain comme étant au cœur du
processus « d’habiter ». Au-delà des bâtiments, l’architecture vernaculaire apporte une valeur aussi importante à la
production des espaces collectifs de rencontre, à la créativité, à la cohésion sociale, aux valeurs immatérielles, aux
savoir-faire, à la transmission d’autres questions. Ces valeurs humaines sont aussi mélangées à l’action du construit
manuel et des technique inventives.
L’importance de la thématique de l’architecture vernaculaire est remise en cause avec le projet VERSUS – Vernacular
Knowledge for Sustainable Architecture (2014). Le projet a développé une systématique d’analyse pour aider à la
lecture des projets vernaculaires et orienter vers une architecture contemporaine durable. Mais les concepts touchés
par le projet dépassent la simple contribution à l’architecture durable et nous offrent un point de départ pour la
discussion sur l’occupation du territoire.
João Lucas Domingos, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM
CONTRIBUTIONS TO A CONTEMPORARY DEBATE ON THE ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN CITY MANAGEMENT, TOURISM
AND CULTURAL HERITAGE: THE CASE OF THE CITY OF BANANAL, BRAZIL
This article intends to discuss the relations between city management, tourism and cultural heritage in contemporary
times, contextualizing them in the competitive bases of the contemporary neoliberal system. In addition, it will seek
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to highlight the role of culture - more precisely, of material cultural heritage - through the use of cultural tourism as
a vector of local development in cities outside the global metropolitan circuit. To this end, will be used as
argumentation support the experience of applying this strategy in the city of Bananal, in the Brazilian state of São
Paulo, described in the master's dissertation of Clarissa M. R. Gagliardi.
Lorena Cisneros Armas, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar, DYCLAM
À PROPOS DE HUAQUERIA, COPIES ET ARTISANAT : REFLEXIONS SUR LA PILA (ÉQUATEUR)
Cet article est une réflexion construite autour d’un dialogue avec l’artiste et anthropologue équatorienne Pamela
Cevallos. Elle mène actuellement un projet de recherche et de création artistique autour des notions de collection et
de classification des biens archéologiques en collaboration avec les autorités locales et des artisans de La Pila
(province de Manabí, Équateur). L’artisanat de La Pila est spécialisé dans la production de céramique, la zone étant
très riche en sols argileux. Ils sont connus notamment pour les reproductions des biens archéologiques, en particulier
ceux des cultures précolombiennes qui habitaient la zone. Il y a une relation complexe entre le marché légal des
reproductions et les marchés illégaux des faux et des biens archéologiques issus des fouilles illégales (huaquería).
Maëva Monteux, Université Jean Monet, Saint-Étienne, France
LE JARDIN COMME UN OUTIL DE VALORISATION, DES TERRITOIRES A FAIBLE DENSITE DEMOGRAPHIQUE
Manuelle Paprocki, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (DYCLAM)
LANDSCAPING THE NIGHT. THE STARRY DARK SKY : A COLLECTIVE TOOL OF ACTION FOR THE LOW DENSITY
TERRITORIES?
As everyone knows, the artificial light has a lot of negative impacts on our environment. If this problem is largely
addressed in urban areas, in low-density areas it is another matter. For these territories, the recognition of the night
and its resources as identity elements, is an opportunity for development. Multiple recovery and protection plans
are beginning to emerge in fields as varied as tourism, natural heritage or environmental protection. The night is
now a framework of thought and action at the local level. Between territorial construction, creation of new wealth,
and development of the territory, it is interesting to analyze the initiatives of local territories, especially of low
density, as the labelisation of the night environment and its touristic exploitation. They are sources of social,
technical, environmental and institutional learning for an integrated management of nocturnal environmental
resources. In this paper, we are going expose a case study: the Pic du Midi reserve in the South of France, model
often quoted as a territory of low density having used the nocturnal resources successfully. Then, we will discuss the
creation of a global network, requiring the full cooperation of urban areas with areas of low population density.
Nikoleta Platia, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (DYCLAM)
CRISIS: AN ECONOMIC CONCEPT IN ITS ARCHAEOLOGICAL CONTEXT. THE CASE OF THE DELPHI, GREECE.
The financial turmoil in Europe has struck all facets of society, even archaeology and heritage. In the case of Greece,
the country’s downfall of cultural budgets has grossly impacted its abundant heritage, including 228 archaeological
museums and 19,000 declared monuments and sites. Due to its financial dependence on the government, Greek
archaeology is just one of many industries suffering from the breakdown of the economic system, the model of
governance and the mechanism of the current social system.
Being vulnerable to under-funding and over-exploitation more than ever, a greater investment should be made in
the protection and preservation of heritage in times like this. Considering its contribution to the economy of Greece,
as well as its importance on culture and society, archaeology should work to be recognized as an innate economic
capability for empowering growth and competitiveness, and in this way, accumulate wider public support and seek
alternative financial opportunities for funding.
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This study takes into consideration some of the economic eﬀects on the Greek archaeological industry along with its
impact on people, places, and material culture, while focusing on the case of Delphi archaeological museum and
monuments, a world heritage site located in one of the lowest inhabited regional units of Greece (Phocis).
Nuno Marques, Umeå University, Sweden
USES OF PLACE IN CONTEMPORARY ECOPOETRY AS EXAMPLES OF ENVIRONMENTAL HUMANITIES
I will present two examples of the use of place in ecopoetry. The first is Gary Snyder’s bioregional project, in which
poetry is a creation of place included in a rehabilitation project of a region. The second is Evelyn Reilly’s poem
Sytrofoam (2008) in which bodies become places in an artificial network created by plastics. Snyder’s bioregionalism
and Reilly’s ecopoetics of the anthropocene share an ethics of writing translated in the use of the concept of place.
With Snyder, poetry (re)creates a connection with place; with Reilly bodies as places imply the recognition of the
suffering of others. Both authors offer poetic solutions to questions of resilience and
transformation, including the use of literary and scientific languages as an example of the environmental
humanities.
Qianyao Yang, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (DYCLAM)
LE MANAGEMENT TERRITORIAL INTEGRE ET LES NOUVELLES DYNAMIQUES TERRITORIALES EN CHINE. UN CAS
D’ETUDE : MINGYUE VILLAGE, SICHUAN
En Chine, la vitesse rapide de l’urbanisation est étonnante, de 1990 à 2010, la surface des territoires urbains a accru
de 12,253 km2 à 40,534 km2, mais on ne peut pas négliger que, en même temps, les populations d’un tiers des villes
chinoises sont diminuées. La situation est beaucoup pire dans les zones rurales, avec les migrants massifs des régions
rurales vers zones urbains, de plus en plus de villages creux attirent notre attention, plein de villages naturels sont
en train de disparaître à une vitesse incroyable. Dans ce contexte de globalisation et modernisation, les héritages
culturels, surtout les patrimoines immatériels, pertent graduellement leur terre et environnement social. Face à ce
choc, de plus en plus de pratiques sont déroulées dans les territoires de plus en plus abandonnés, dans cet article on
va prendre le cas de Mingyue Village, un village se situe au sud-ouest de la Chine. En analysant sa stratégie de gestion
territoriale qui ont été effectuée depuis 2012, on essaie de trouver une nouvelle voie en vue de reconstruire,
préserver, valoriser et transmettre notre héritages et paysages culturels d’une façon durable, et une réflexion séra
posée sur la dissolution de la dualité antagoniste entre les villes et les zones rurales.
Romana Delaporte, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (DYCLAM)
CAUSES AND EFFECTS OF COUNTERURBANISATION IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC: CASE STUDY OF THE TOWN OF
SLAVONCIE
The gradual increase of people living in urban areas and the depopulation of villages are creating enormous
challenges around the globe. This raises questions about the future of small towns and the consequence that
depopulation of small towns could endure. However, this urbanisation process has a reverse effect. Recent research
has documented the migration from cities to rural areas beyond the commuting hinterland, called
couterurbanisation. This article will focus on counterurbanisation in the Czech Republic. It is interesting to focus on
this Central Eastern European country because the specific conditions of urbanisation under socialism and residential
decentralisation in former socialist countries provide a different context for counterurbanisation. Therefore, before
elaborating counter urbanisation in Czechia, an analysis of the rural post-socialist transformation will be made. Then
this paper will focus on two different aspects of counterurbanisation: the rural migration and second housing. Finally,
a case study will be presented of the town of Slavonice, where these two types of counterurbanisation will be put
into perspective. This will provide a practical viewpoint of counterurbanisation to discover the main reasons for this
phenomenon but also its positive and negative consequences.
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Sandra Marcela Zapata Camargo, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (DYCLAM)
LANDSCAPE MANAGEMENT IN LOW-DENSITY CONTEXTS. CASE OF STUDY: ÎLE D’ORLÉANS
La gestion du paysage dans des zones urbaines à baisse densité démographique représente aujourd’hui un important
défi autant pour les institutions et les organismes chargés de la mise en valeur des aspects culturels et naturels du
territoire que pour les habitants de ces petits villages. Le phénomène migratoire vers les grands centres urbains, la
difficulté d’accès à certains services et les dynamiques socio-économiques ont représenté pour certains populations
l’exposition au risque d’oubli ou disparition, pour d’autres ont été le moteur de développement touristique à partir
des mesures de protection et des processus de conservation et de diffusion de leurs patrimoines.
Sara Aoun, Instituto Politécnico de Tomar (DYCLAM)
ANTHROPIZED LANDSCAPES AND LOW DENSITY TERRITORIES ALL ALONG HIGHWAYS
Focus: their morphology, their function, their potential for sustainability; their role as a major production area for
energy and resources; their status as buffer zones between different small localities, and between localities and
bigger metropolitan areas (linear link from point A to point B and multiple transversal links); the importance of this
axis in the tourism economy and transportation activity; the duality between the concepts of highway as a cultural
landscape and highway as a 'non-space' (referring to Marc Augé's book "Non-lieux, introduction à l'anthropologie
de la surmodernité").
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